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1. Introduction. The theory of Tchebycheff approximation for functions

of one real variable has been understood for some time and is quite elegant.

For about fifty years attempts have been made to generalize this theory

to functions of several variables. These attempts have failed because of the lack

of uniqueness of best approximations to functions of more than one variable.

Indeed, Mairhuber [6] has shown that best approximations cannot be unique

unless our functions are defined on a space homeomorphic to a subset of the

unit circle. Further negative results have been obtained by Rivlin and Shapiro

[11] and the conclusion is that there is no interesting Tchebycheff approximation

problem in several variables for which best approximations are unique. Schoen-

berg [12] gives an account of a theory in several variables, but his assumptions

essentially limit the applicability to functions of one variable.

In this paper two theories of Tchebycheff approximation to functions of

several variables are developed. It cannot be said that they are as satisfying as

the theory for one variable, but they are workable theories. For the first theory

the concept of a critical point set is given (the definition is somewhat different

from that in one variable) and it is shown that the set of critical point sets of

a best approximation is unique. A characterization theorem for best approxim-

ations is given in terms of critical point sets and other theorems normally found

in the theory of Tchebycheff approximation are valid. Similar viewpoints have

recently been investigated by Lawson [16] and Rivlin and Shapiro [17].

The second theory defines the strict approximation for functions defined on a

finite point set. In addition to the results obtained from the first theory, the

strict approximation is unique. It is also a best approximation in the usual sense.

There are two basic features of the one variable theory which do not generalize

readily. The first of these is the idea of a Tchebycheff set. No counterpart of these

sets exists in this paper. A heuristic argument is given that shows that there is

no possibility of defining Tchebycheff sets in several variables with the important

properties present in the case of one variable. The second feature which does

not generalize readily is that of alternation or oscillation. This is an intrinsic

feature of Tchebycheff approximations, but it does not appear to be possible to

give a simple geometric interpretation of it for functions of several variables.
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It is presented here in terms of isolability which is intimately related to irreduci-

bly inconsistent systems of linear inequalities.

Although the theories developed here lack some of the neatness and elegance

of the one variable theory, they do allow one to solve the central problem of

approximation theory, namely, the computation of best approximations. In the

latter part of this paper a 1 for 1 exchange algorithm is described in some detail

which can be used for the actual computation of best approximations of func-

tions of several variables.

2. Preliminaries. Banach spaces and sets in general are denoted by capital

script letters ¿é,S$,--- and elements of such sets are denoted by lower case roman

letters x, y, • • ■. The norm of an element x in a Banach space 38 is denoted by

|| x \m. Curly brackets are used to denote sets or sequences and { x| ••■} is read

as "the set of x such that •■•."

Let 9& be a compact subset of a Banach space. The space of real-valued contin-

uous functions defined on US is denoted by ^ and has elements/,g, •••. The norm

in <£ is taken to be

||/|, = max |/(x)|.
x em

The subscript ^ may be deleted when there is no possibility of ambiguity.

Leti? be a finite dimensional linear subspace of^". The basis functions ofi?

are denoted by gfx), i = 1,2, ■••, n. The dimension of S£ is n. An element in ¿£

is denoted by

n

L(A,x)= S   a¡g¡(x),      |a¡|<co.
i=l

The a, are said to be the parameters of L(A,x) and A denotes the collection of

the parameters.

The Tchebycheff approximation problem in this context is stated as follows:

Given/(x) in^ determine A* such that

\\f(x)-L(A*,x)\\« rg    \\f(x)-L(A,x)\v

for all A. Such a L(A* x) is said to be a  best approximation to f(x) with

deviation \\f(x) — L(^4*,x) ||^. The elements of 0H where the norm is assumed, i.e.,

|/(x)-L(¿*,x)| = ||/(x)-L(¿*,x)||

are said to be extremal points. The set of extremal points is divided into two

parts as follows :

9= {x\xe3S,   f(x)-L(A*,x) =   ||/(x)-L(^*,x) ||},

JT = {x\xe!%,   f(x)-L(A*,x) =-  \\f(x) - L(A*,x) || }.
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The elements of these two sets are called positive points and negative points,

respectively. These designations may also be used when L(A*,x) is not a best

approximation to f(x).

The point sets S and Jf are said to be isolable if there is an A such that

L (A,x) > 0   xe S,

L(A,x) < 0   x e Jf.

We will need to speak of the set of zeros of an element of ££. Such a set T(A)

is said to be an isolating curve and

F(A) = {x\xe3S,   L(A,x) = 0}.

Thus the sets S and Jf are isolable if they lie on "opposite" sides of an isolating

curve r(A).

From the theory of Tchebycheff approximations in one variable it is known

that the extremal points play an important role in the determination of a best

approximation. In order to study Tchebycheff approximation in more than one

variable our attention will be focused on particular subsets of the extremal point

set. A subset St of extremal points is said to be a critical point set if the positive

and negative parts of Si are not isolable, but if any point is deleted from St then

the positive and negative parts of St are isolable. Critical point sets play a central

role in the theory of this paper. Note that the particular division of SI into positive

and negative parts determines whether Si is a critical point set or not. Thus a

critical point set is defined relative to a particular function f(x) and the elements

alone of a set are not sufficient to determine whether a set is critical or not.

3. Uniqueness of critical point sets. When one considers the Tchebycheff

approximation problem for functions, the first question that arises is existence.

An application of standard methods establishes the existence of a best approxi-

mation to any/(x) in tf if SÜ is a compact set [1].

The second question that arises is uniqueness. A considerable amount of work

has been done in this area and almost all of the results are of a negative nature.

Mairhuber [6] has shown that if best approximations are to be unique for every

f(x) then Si must be homeomorphic to a subset of the unit circle. Then Collatz

[4] showed that best approximations by a + bx + cy ate unique if Si is a strictly

convex subset of the (x,y) plane and/(x) is differentiable. This gave some hope

that there may be a reasonably restricted approximation problem for which

best approximations are unique. Recently Rivlin and Shapiro [11] have shown

that no such possibility exists. They show, for example, that there are infinitely

differentiable functions of two variables which do not have a unique approxima-

tion by quadratic polynomials of two variables. A general discussion of the

uniqueness problems is given in [12].
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In this section it is shown that there is a particular point set associated with

best approximations which is unique.

The following simple lemma will be required.

Lemma 1. Let L(A*,x) be a best approximation tof(x) and let at be a critical

point set. Then L(A*,x) is a best approximation to f(x) on Si.

Proof.   Assume that there is an L(A0, x) such that

max|L(A0,x) —/(x)| < max |L(.<4*,x) — /(x)|.
x e0l xe SI

Then we have

L(A0, x) - L(A*,x) > 0       xeS>,

L(A0, x) - L(A*, x) < 0       x e ¿V.

This contradicts the fact that ^ and ¿V are not isolable.

If there are two distinct best approximations on SS to f(x), say L(Ax,x) and

L(A2,x) then there are critical point sets associated with each best approxima-

tion. It is possible that each best approximation has more than one critical point

set associated with it. This corresponds to best approximations in one variable

which have more than n + 1 extremal points.

Theorem 1. The sets of critical point sets, Six and Si2, of two distinct best

approximations, L(Ax,x) and L(A2,x), are identical.

Proof. Assume that L(Ax,x) and L(^42,x) are best approximations to a given

function/(x) from cê. Let Stx be a critical point set of L(Ax,x) decomposed

into positive and negative parts by

Stx = 0>x\JjVx.

It is further assumed that Stx is not a critical point set associated with L(A2,x).

Now consider L(Ax,x) — L(A2,x) on the sets &x and Jfx. We have

L(Ax,x)-L(A2,x) ^ 0       xe^1;

L(Ax,x) — L(A2,x) ^ 0       xeJfx.

Since Stx is not a critical point set of L(A2,x) there must be strict inequality at

at least one point of Stx.

It follows from Lemma 1 that L(Ax,x) is a best approximation to/(x) on Stx.

Consider

L(A3,x) = L(Ax,x) + X[L(Ax,x) - L(A2,x)].

For X suitably chosen we have

L043,x) = L(Ax,x) xeSi'x,

|LL43,x)-/(x)| <  \L(Ax,x)-f(x)\ x$St'x,
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where ¡M'y is a proper subset of Sly. Since ¡My is a critical point set the positive

and negative parts of 3%'y can be isolated and hence there is an L(AA,x) such that

max | L(AA, x) —f(x) | < max | LL4,., x) — /(x)|.

This is a contradiction and concludes the proof.

4. Conditions of nonuniqueness. The fact that nonuniqueness of best ap-

proximations is an integral part of the theory of Tchebycheff approximation in

more than one variable is firmly established by the results of Rivlin and Shapiro

[11]. However, the exact conditions under which nonuniqueness may occur are

not given in [11]. The following theorems describe the nature of these conditions.

Theorem 2. If there is not a unique best approximation tof(x), then all of the

critical point sets lie on an isolating curve.

Proof. Let L(Ax,x) and L(A2,x) be distinct best approximations to/(x) and

let 0t be a critical point set. Then

|/(x) - L(Ay,x)\ = |/(x) - L(A2,x)\       xe0t.

Let ^0 be the subset, if any, of 31, where LL4i,x) and L(A2,x) differ. Let 0>

and Jf be the positive and negative parts, respectively, of ^ with reference to

L(Ay,x). Then we have

L(Ay,x) - L(A2,x) > 0 xe0>, xel0,

L(Ay,x) — L(A2,x) < 0 xeJf, xeâi0,

L(Ay,x)- L(A2,x)   =0       xef, x$0tc>.

This system of inequalities and equalities leads to a contradiction by the same

argument as used in Theorem 1.

The converse of Theorem 2 is established by an argument similar to that used

by Haar [1]. A finite set M of points is said to be a set of independent points

if the system of linear equations for A

L(A,x) = v(x)       xe®

has a solution for all v(x).

Theorem 3. Let ai be a finite set of points on an isolating curve T which

is not independent. Then there exists anf(x)e(ê for which best approximations

are not unique and such that âê contains a critical point set and is contained

in the set of extremal points for some best approximation to f(x).

Proof. Let 0t consist of k points. Since M lies on an isolating curve, the mapping

defined by
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A: -+L(A,x)       xe&t

maps n-dimensional Euclidean space $„ into a proper subspace of Sk. The image

of ên does not intersect the interior of some fc-dimensional quadrant of é\. Let

v0(x) be a vector in the interior of this quadrant. St is divided into positive and

negative parts, S1 and Jf, as follows:

&   =  {x\xeSi,   do(x)>0},

jV = {x\xeSt,   vo(x)<0}.

9 and jV are not isolable. This division may not be unique since the signs of

v0(x) may not be uniquely determined.

Let the isolating curve T be given by

r = {x|L040,x) = 0}.

Since (¡8 is compact we may assume that

||LL40,x)||  <  1.

Let 3(x) be any function in <€ such that

|| S(x) ||   £  I,

ô(x) = sgn v0(x)       x e 3k,

and define/(x) by

/(x) = «5(x)[l  -  \L(A0,x)\l

It is seen that

||/(x) - LL4,x)||^||/(x) - L(A0,x)\\,

for otherwise L(A — A0,x) would isolate S and Jf. On the other hand for | X \ < 1

|/(x) - 1LL40, x) | = |/(x) | + | XL(A0, x) |

= l-(l-|A|)|L(A0,x)| = l.

Thus/(x) has infinitely many best approximations, namely, ¿L040,x) for | X\ <1.

This concludes the proof.

It is not necessarily true that Si contains the set of critical point sets (though it

may be possible to obtain this by further restrictions on <3(x)). Nor is it true that

every point of Si must belong to a critical point set. To illustrate the latter

approximation with consider

3={{x,y)\ 0á|x|=2,0^|y|^2}

and with 3? the subspace of cubic polynomials. T is defined by
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r04o)={(x,y)|x2(x-l) = 0}

and 01 is the set

3t = {(0, -1), (0,1/2), (0,0), (0,1/2), (0,1), (1,0)}.

It may be shown that the point (1,0) does not belong to any critical point set.

This follows from the fact that there is an element of 3?, namely, x2, which is

zero on all points of 3& except (1,0).

If J1 is a closed and bounded subset of «?„ and if c€ is replaced by the set t?1 of

functions differentiable on 39, then an even more restricted result may be established

about nonuniqueness.

Theorem 4. Let 3S be a compact subset of Sn and I?1 the set of functions

differentiable on 01. If best approximations of an element f(x)e(ßx are not

unique then the critical point sets lie on an isolating curve

r = {x|L04o,x) = 0}

and the differential of L(A0, x) vanishes at the points of the critical point sets

which are interior points of 01.

Proof. It follows from Theorem 2 that all of the critical points lie on an

isolating curve T. If x0 is a critical point in the interior of 01 then the differential

of L(At,x) — f(x) and L(A2,x) -f(x) vanishes at x0. Hence the differential of

L(Ay,x) — L(A2,x) vanishes at x0 and the proof is complete.

From this theorem one can gain some insight into a theorem of Collatz [4].

Theorem (Collatz). If fix, y) has continuous first partial derivatives at all

interior points of a strictly convex closed region 01 of the plane, then there exists

a unique linear polynomial a + bx + cy of best approximation to f in 01.

This is a simple corollary of Theorems 2 and 4. The differential of a 4- bx + cy

can vanish only if b = 0 and c = 0. Thus the critical points must lie on the boundary.

But this implies that there are only two critical points since an isolating curve can

intersect the boundary of 01 at most twice. On the other hand, it is clear that two

points cannot form a critical point set for the approximating function a + bx + cy.

Thus the critical point set does not lie on an isolating curve and best approximations

are unique.

A partial converse to Theorem 4 has been given by Rivlin and Shapiro [11].

The theorem is stated here in a more general form but the same proof applies.

Theorem (Riviin and Shapiro). Let 01 be a compact subset of S and ¿£ a

linear subspace of ^ whose elements are twice continuously 'differentiable.

Let 0t be a finite set of points in 01 which are not independent. Assume that for

some L(A0,x)e a?

LL40,x) = 0       xe0l
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and the differential of L(A0,x) vanishes at every point of St which is not an

isolated point of SI. Then there is an f(x) e^00 for which best approximations

are not unique and such that St contains a critical point set and Si is contained

in the set of extremal points for some best approximation.

The above theorems describe very closely the situations under which best

approximations are not unique. It is clear that there is no restricted Tchebycheff

approximation problem of interest in more than one variable for which best

approximations are unique. On the other hand it is seen that the occurrence of

nonuniqueness is a very unlikely event for a randomly selected /(x).

5. Alternation and Tchebycheff sets. In the theory of Tchebycheff approxi-

mation for one real variable, the concepts of alternation, or oscillation, and

Tchebycheff sets hold a central position. It is natural to try to discover the

generalization of these concepts to functions of more than one variable. This

possibility is discussed in this section and the results are mainly of a negative

nature.

The first attempt to generalize from one real variable appears to have been

made by Tonelli [13]. He discussed Tchebycheff approximation by a function

of one complex variable. His work was simplified and expanded upon by

de la Vallée Poussin [14]. Already some of the difficult nature of the problem

appeared, though uniqueness is still present in this case.

If P„(z) is a best approximation to/(z) by complex polynomials of degree n let

p = max | Pn(z)-f(z) |.
ZeS»

Some of de la Vallée Poussin's results are stated (in a different form) in the follow-

ing theorem.

Theorem (de la Vallée Poussin). The approximatng polynomial P„ of

degree n for a finite set of points gives critical point sets containing at least

n + 2 points and at most 2n + 3 points.

Thus, much of the simplicity of the theory of Tchebycheff approximation in

one real variable is already lost for one complex variable.

In order to understand what Tchebycheff sets do for the theory in one real

variable we may examine the concept of unisolvent functions [7]. These functions

are essentially an abstraction of polynomials, with only the essential properties

required to give the usual proofs of the standard theorems of Tchebycheff approx-

imation. It has been shown [9] that under certain broad conditions these properties

are also necessary for the proofs of the standard theorems. The two essential

assumptions for a unisolvent function with n parameters defined on [0,1] are :

Sol vence. Given n distinct points in [0,1] and n real numbers, then there

exists a function which assumes the given values at the given points.
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Property Z. The difference of any two unisolvent functions has at most n—l

zeros in [0,1].

The first of these assumptions allows one to place a lower bound (n + 1) on the

number of points in a critical point set. The second allows one to place an upper

bound (also n 4- 1) on the number of points in a critical point set. If one generalizes

the definition of a Tchebycheff set to functions of several variables, then one

would expect the corresponding assumptions to play the same role. However,

one cannot expect the resulting upper and lower bounds on the number of points

in a critical point set to be the same. This may be seen from the example of poly-

nomials in two variables.

A polynomial of degree n in two variables has (n + 1) (n + 2)/2 parameters and

hence one would expect a critical point set to contain (n + 1) (n + 2)/2 + 1 points.

However, these polynomials only have n + 1 free parameters along any straight

line, for they are essentially reduced to a polynomial in one variable. It is easy

to construct functions of two variables whose critical points lie on any given line.

Thus the lower bound on the number of points in a critical point set for polynomials

of two variables is the same as for polynomials of one variable, namely n 4- 2. On

the other hand the upper bound is (n + 1) (n + 2)/2 + 1.

The definition of alternation is as follows : The deviation max |/(x) — P„(x) |

is said to alternate n times in [0, 1] if there are n + 1 points

0 ^ xx < x2 < ••• < xn+1 g 1 suchthat

f(xx) - Pn(xx) = - U(Xi+r) - Pn(xt+0] = ±     max |/(x) = P„(x) |.
IS[0,1]

The concept of alternation is fundamental in the Tchebycheff theory of one real

variable. Its main function is to allow one to easily recognize best approximations.

A form of alternation is still present for functions of several variables. However,

there is apparently no simple method of distinguishing between the alternation of a

best approximation and the alternation of other approximating functions. This is

due to the fact that there is no natural ordering of the critical points.

Another use of alternation for one variable is to allow one to easily extract critical

point sets from the set of extremal points of a best approximation. For functions

of more than one variable this selection is no longer a trivial problem.

Since neither of these fundamental items of the one variable theory appear

to generalize easily, the question of what to do arises. The approach taken in this

paper is to completely ignore the concept of Tchebycheff sets. That it is not a truly

essential requirement for the theory of Tchebycheff approximation is seen when the

theory to be developed is viewed in the special case of one real variable. Tcheby-

cheff sets merely allow one to explicitly determine the number of points in a

critical point set for a certain class of special cases. It might be remarked that

the set of n-tuples of continuous functions which form Tchebycheff sets is a very

small subset of the set of all n-tuples of continuous functions.
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One cannot ignore alternation for it is an essential feature of Tchebycheff

approximations. This concept appears in the form of "isolability" in the appoach

taken here. Later it is shown how this may be interpreted in relation to the theory

of systems of linear inequalities.

6. Characterization of best approximations. Since it is not possible to explicitly

construct best Tchebycheff approximations, the theorems which give charac-

terizing properties of a best approximation hold a central position in the Tcheby-

cheff theory. The theorem given here is extremely easy to prove, in fact it is almost

a tautology, yet it is of fundamental importance in the actual determination of

best approximations.

Theorem 5. L(A*,x) is a best approximation to f(x) if and only if the set S

of extremal points ofL(A*,x) —f(x) contains a critical point set.

Proof. If S contains no critical point set set then the positive and neg-

ative parts of <a may be isolated, say by L(^40, x). Then X may be chosen

so that L(A*, x) + XL(A0, x) is a better approximation to/(x) than L(A*, x).

Assume that L(A0,x) is a better approximation to/(x) than L(A*,x) and that

S contains a critical point set 01. Then

L(A*,x)-L(A0,x)

isolates the positive and negative parts of S, and hence 01. This is a contradiction.

7. Approximation on finite subsets. The nature of the Tchebycheff norm tends

to greatly emphasize the importance of certain finite subsets of 0t. These are the

extremal points and, especially, the critical point sets. The intimate relation

between approximation on 38 with approximation on particular subsets is brought

out by the following theorem.

Theorem 6. Let L(A*,x) be a best approximation tof(x) with a critical point

set 0t of k points. Then L(A*,x) is a best approximation to f(x) on 01 and is

characterized as a best approximation with the largest deviation p among all

best approximations tof(x) on subsets ofk points of 01.

Proof. It has been established in Lemma 1 that L(A*,x) is a best approxi-

mation to/(x) on 01. It is clear that

p^max|L04*,x)-/(x)|

for 01 is one of the subsets of J1 of k points. On the other hand

p^max|LL4*,x)-/(x)|

since the deviation of a best approximation on a subset of 0) must be less than

or equal to the deviation of a best approximation on 0).
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8. De la Vallée Poussin algorithm. If J1 contains an infinite number of points,

then the exact calculation of a best approximation to a given f(x) is in general

impossible. However, one may use an algorithm of de la Vallée Poussin to obtain

an estimate of a best approximation. The algorithm is as follows. One chooses a set

X={x.\  xxeSJ}

and then determines a best approximation L(Aß,x) to/(x) on

arß = {xa\ a^ß).

If áTis dense in SI, then one expects that L(Aß,x) tends to a best approximation of

f(x) on SJ as ß increases. If J1 is separable and .fcan be taken as a countable set

then this method can be used for the actual calculation of best approximations.

For functions of one variable the convergence of this algorithm has been

established by de la Vallée Poussin [15] and the rate of convergence has been

discussed by Rice [10]. For approximation on a compact metric space the con-

vergence of the algorithm has been established by Cheney and Goldstein [3, §29].

For approximation of functions of more than one variable the rate of convergence

of this algorithm is slower and hence more critical.

A function on SI is said to satisfy a Holder condition of exponent a if there is

a X such that

\f(x)-f(y)\SX\\x-y\%.

Let si be a compact subset of 3S and set

b = max min || x — y ||.
x e $3 y e &

Let L(A0,x) be a best approximation to/(x) on si and L(A*,x) a best approxi-

mation to/(x) on J1. Set

p* =   max |LG4*,x)-/(x)|,
x e as

p0 =   max |L(.40,x)-/(x)|.
x e si

Theorem 7. Iff(x) and the g¡(x) satisfy a Holder condition with exponent a,

then

|p*-*|SW.
where k is a constant depending only onf(x) anda?.

Proof. Let

&0 = l\Le&, max \L(A,x) -f(x)\ = p0 + 11.
I xesi I

It can be shown [1] that S£0 is a bounded subset of f£. Hence if Le J£?0 then

f£ satisfies a Holder condition with exponent a.
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Let x0 e 01 be a point such that

I LL4o> x0) -f(x0) | = max | L(A0, x) -f(x) |

and y0 e¿</ be a point such that

II *o - y01| ̂ <5-
Then

p* g max | L(A0, x) -f(x) | = | L(A0, x0) -/(x0) |
x e ¡8

^  | L(A0, x0) - LL40, y0) | + | L(A0, y0) -f(y0) \ + \f(y0) -f(x0) |

^ fc<5" + max | L(A0, x) -f(x) | = ko" + p0 .
x e si

It is clear that p0 ;£ p* and hence the theorem is established.

Corollary. Let 0¡ be a compact subset of Sn and sé ={x¡|¡' = l,2, •••} a count-

able dense subset of 33. Let pm be the deviation of a best approximation to fix)

on the first m points of sé. Then iff(x) and {g¡(x)} satisfy a Holder condition

of exponent a

[P*-P„|á*(-)    •

One can easily choose a subset sé of 01 so that

<5,„ = max      min    || x — x¡ ||
xeS)        l£i£m

is of the order of m_1/". This establishes the corollary. One cannot in general

improve on the estimate

and hence as n becomes large the rate of convergence of the de la Vallée Poussin

algorithm becomes very slow.

In [10] a method of accelerating the convergence of this algorithm is described

for approximation in one real variable. Since the acceleration is very considerable,

such a process should be especially profitable for functions of several variables.

9. Strict approximations. In this section a new type of best Tchebycheff

approximation for finite point sets is defined and some of its properties are devel-

oped. These approximations are a subset of the set of best Tchebycheff approxi-

mations. These approximations may be viewed as the natural generalization

of Tchebycheff approximations for functions of several variables defined on a

finite point set. The resulting theory is very similar to that for functions of one

variable and the important theorems (including uniqueness) have a direct extension

to these approximations.
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There is some machinery which must be established in order to discuss these

approximations. The n-vector g is defined for a point x of 38 by

g = ë(x) = (gí(x),g2(x),-,gn(x)).

This defines a mapping G from SI into Euclidean n-space Sn.

G:x->g(x)

Square brackets, [ ], denote the closure by linear combinations of a set of

vectors, or equivalently, denote the smallest linear subspace of Sn containing a set

of vectors. Thus

[gl»g2] = {s|g=flgl + i>g2.|ö| =°°>      \b  =°°}-

The dimension of a set St in SI with respect to the mapping G is defined as the

dimension of the linear subspace [G(£^)]. Thus the dimension of a set St is the

dimension of the subspace of Sn spanned by the vectors g(x) for xeSt. A point

x e 38 is said to be dependent on a set Si cz 38 if g(x) is contained in \G(Stf\.

In order to make the approximation problem interesting one must require

that 38 contains a sufficient number of points. For approximation to functions of

one variable by a Tchebycheff set it is sufficient to assume that 38 contains n + 1

points. The general situation requires a slightly more complicated condition.

A set Si of points in 38 is said to be nondegenerate if there is no point x0 in 38 such

that g(x0) is linearly independent of the set of vectors

{g(x)|xe^,   x#x0}.

The following is assumed throughout the remainder of this section :

Assumption.   38 is nondegenerate.

In the original definition of a critical point set Si, the positive and negative

parts of Si cannot be isolated by any element of .5?. We define a critical point set

with respect to 3?x czf£ as a set M whose positive and negative parts cannot be

isolated by a member of &x.

Definition. The following construction is used to define a strict approximation

to f(x) on 38. Let Stx be the set of critical point sets of best approximations to

f(x) on 38. Define a set 38x by

*i-{»!■(*)e[G(*i)]}

and denote by f£x the set of best approximations tof(x) on 38. Then S£2 is defined

as the set of L(A*,x) such that

|| LL4*,x) -f{x) \\m-mi Ú || L(A,x) -f(x) || a.Ui

for all A e 3?x. Let St2 be the set of critical point sets with respect to 3?x of the

approximations of ¿£'2. Define a set S32 by
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^2 = {*|g(*)e[G(á?iU^2)]}

and denote by ï£2 the set of L(A*,x) such that

|| L(A*,x) -f(x) \a.mi Ú || LL4,x) -f(x) \\a.ai

for all Aei£2. This construction is carried until 0lk = 01. The elements of &k

are said to be strict approximations to f(x) on 01.

On each of the sets 01 — 01 x the strict approximations have a certain maximum

deviation. This maximum deviation is clearly assumed by every strict approxi-

mation on every set of critical point sets, 0tv. Denote this deviation by d¿ and the

dimension of ^¡ by m¡. The deviation vector d is defined to be the vector whose

first mx components are dx, whose next m2 components are d2, and so forth.

my m2 mk

(dy,---,dy, d2,---,d2,   d3, ■■■,dk^y ,dk, ■■■, dk)

In the analysis of approximations it is necessary to compare the "size" of the

deviation of various approximations on subsets of 01. For functions of one

variable and approximations using Tchebycheff sets the components of the

deviation vector are all equal and thus there is a simple ordering of the magnitudes

of the deviations. The natural ordering of the deviation vectors of strict approxi-

mations is the lexicographic ordering. Thus a strict approximation with deviation

vector (2,2,1,1) has a smaller deviation than strict approximations with deviation

vectors (2, 2, 2, 1) and (3, 0, 0, 0) and a larger deviation than a strict approxi-

mation with deviation vector (2, 2, 1,0).

A strict critical point set is the union of one critical point set with respect

to 3?¡ from each of the sets 01-t +1. One may determine independently of any strict

approximation to f(x) whether a given ordered collection of sets forms a critical

point set or not. For if the collection {¿^¡} forms a strict critical point set then

none of the following systems of equalities and inequalities has a solution. The

positive and negative part of S^¡ are denoted by 0>i and ^"x, respectively.

LL4i,x) > 0        xe0>y,

L(y4i,x) < 0 xejVy,

L(A2,x) = 0 xe£fy,

L(A2,x) > 0 xe0>2,

(1) L(A2,x) < 0 xeJf2,

i-l

L(Ax, x)   = 0 xe\J Sfj,
j = t

L(Ax,x)  > 0 xe0>i,

L(Ax,x)   < 0 xe^j,
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Any point in SI — Sf{ where

|LL4*,x)-/(x)| = \L(A*,x)-f(x)\m_m¡

for some strict approximation L(A*,x) is said to be an extremal point of the

strict approximation.

The following lemma establishes several simple facts relative to the above

definitions.

Lemma 2.   (i)   The sets St¡ are not empty if dt > 0.

(ii)   The sets St¡ and 38i are uniquely determined.

(iii) There are at most n sets St¡.

(iv) The deviation vector of a strict approximation has exactly n components.

Proof. If di = 0, then there may not be any critical point sets with respect

to i^i- x. However, if d¡ > 0 then SI — SJ¡_X must contain a set of extremal points,

since 38 — 38i_x is compact. Clearly this set of extremal points contains a critical

point set with respect to -S?;_i.

By Theorem 1 the set Stx is unique and hence \_G(Stx)~\ and 38x are uniquely

determined. The same argument as in Theorem 1 shows that the set Sti of critical

point sets with respect to each =S?¡ is unique. This establishes (ii).

From the definition of the sets Si\ it follows that g(x), xeStt is independent

of \_G(3^i-xf\. Thus \_G(S>i)] is a subspace of £„ of at least one more dimension

than \G{ßi-\)\. Since Sn has dimension n there can be at most n sets St¡. This

establishes (iii).

Since 38 is nondegenerate, Slk — 38 only when

'•-KW
The difference in dimension between S¡t_ x and 38{is the dimension m¡ of St¿. Thus

the dimension of Slk is

k

H m¡ = n.
¡ = i

This establishes (iv).

We can now consider for strict approximations the three basic problems of

approximation theory. These are the problems of existence, uniqueness and

characterization of best approximations. The question of existence is easily

answered. It is well known that there exists a best approximation to f(x) on 38.

Hence =5f x is not empty. The usual classical arguments show that ü?; is not empty

since the set SPt-x is closed and 38 — 38^x is compact.

The uniqueness of the strict approximation is now established.

Theorem 8. The strict approximation is unique.
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Proof. Let (A*,x) be a strict approximation to f(x) on 0t. Denote by 0t¡,

1 zg / zg k, the j'th set of critical point sets with respect to ¡£% of the set of strict

critical point sets. Denote by 0>i, •A/"i and m¡ the positive part, negative part and

dimension of 0tx, respectively. Choose mx linearly independent points, xu

7 = l,2,---,m¡, from ^¿. Then L(A*,x) satisfies the following system of linear

equalities

(2)

L(A*,xiJ)=f(xlJ)-di       Xtje&i,

L(A*, x¡j) = f(xXj) + di       xu e JTX.

From the assumption that 0¡ is nondegenerate it follows that the set of vectors

{g(xy)} span the space Sn. Hence there exists a subset containing n of them

which are linearly independent. Thus the parameters A* satisfy a subsystem of

(2) of n linear equations with a nonsingular coefficient matrix. Hence L(A*,x)

is the unique strict approximation which satisfies (2).

It only remains to be shown that every strict approximation satisfies (2). This

follows directly by the argument of Theorem 1 which shows that every strict

approximation must assume the same values at every point of a strict critical

point set. This concludes the proof.

The characterization of strict approximations is similar to that of best approxi-

mations given in Theorem 5. It is also a natural generalization of the charac-

terizing property for Tchebycheff approximation for functions of one variable.

Theorem 9. L(A*,x) is the strict approximation tof(x) if and only if the set

(o of extremal points of L(A*,x) —f(x) contains a strict critical point set of

dimension n.

Proof. From the definition of a strict critical point set, one cannot improve

upon the strict approximation associated with it. For the existence of a better

approximation would imply that one of the systems (1) has a solution which is a

contradiction. This establishes the "if" part of the proof.

Since 01 is nondegenerate the procedure defining the strict approximation

terminates only when

G(fCj**)]-A
Thus, by construction, S contains a strict critical point set of dimension n.

In the theory of Tchebycheff approximation there is an intimate relation

between the best approximation on J1 and best approximations on certain finite

subsets of 0i. This is illustrated by Theorem 6. A similar result is valid for strict

approximations.

Theorem 10. Let L(A*,x) be the strict approximation to f(x) with deviation
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vector d* and whose strict critical point set Si contains k points. Then L(A*,x)

is the strict approximation tof(x)onSt and is characterized as the strict approxi-

mation with largest deviation vector d among all strict approximations tof(x)

on nondegenerate subsets of k points of SI.

Proof. It is clear that L(A*,x) is the strict approximation to/(x) on St.

The deviation vector of the strict approximation on a subset of Sf is smaller

than the deviation vector of the strict approximation on all of 38. Thus

d* = d.

Since Si is one of the nondegenerate subsets of k points of Si, it is seen that

d* = d.

This concludes the proof.

In the preceding analysis the assumption that 38 is a finite point set is used at

only one point. That is in part (i) of Lemma 2, where the assumption is essential.

The basic technique of strict approximation is to isolate the effect of the critical

points of jSf^ from the determination of L(Ak+x,x). If J1 is a finite point set this is

simply done by deleting the critical point sets and all points of SI linearly dependent

on them. If one of the critical points of J£k is the limit of points of 38 — 38k, then

by the continuity of/(x) and L(A,x), there is no decrease in the deviation of strict

approximations on SI — 38k. Furthermore, there are no critical point sets in 38 — 38k

and the defining process for strict approximations breaks down.

An obvious method of eliminating this difficulty is to delete a small neigh-

borhood of each point of the critical point sets. The problem is to determine

the exact neighborhood to be deleted. One can choose spheres of fixed radius as

the neighborhoods and establish results analogous to those found above. However,

this is not a natural choice. The neighborhoods chosen should reflect the intuitive

meaning of the phrase "isolate the effect of the critical points." The choice of

these neighborhoods and, more generally, the extension of the concept of strict

approximation to general sets 38 is an open question.

10. The method of ascent. For functions of one real variable there are two

basic methods for computing Tchebycheff approximations. The first is the method

of descent. With this method one interprets the Tchebycheff approximation

problem as a linear programming problem and then applies computation methods

from linear programming. Several algorithms of this type have been described

by Cheney and Goldstein [3].

The second of these methods is the method of ascent. There is some ambiguity

in this distinction since some methods of ascent are the duals of a method of

descent, but this relation will not be discussed here. For functions of more than

one variable there are some complications which are not present for one variable.

Since one apparently cannot interpret alternation geometrically for functions of
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several variables, it appears that the Remez algorithm [8] cannot be easily gener-

alized to functions of more than one variable. However, the 1 for 1 exchange

algorithms can be so modified and such modifications are described in this section.

The basic idea of the 1 for 1 exchange algorithm is as follows: Given a best

approximation L(A0,x) on a subset and its critical point set 0to one locates x\

so that

|L(^0,Xi)-/(xi)| = max \L(A0,Xy)-f(xy)\.
xe0S

One then adds Xy to the set 010 to form ¡fy and determines a best approximation

L(Ay,x) on £fy. A critical point set 0ly is determined in Sfy and the process is

repeated.

Normally 0!o and 0tx will have the same number of points and hence a 1 for

1 exchange is made. However, the number of points in a critical point set need

not be fixed and thus the exchange may not always be 1 for 1. If one has an

algorithm which computes the strict approximation to f(x) on SB, then one also

has an algorithm for a best approximation to f(x) on 3S. On the other hand one

might hope that the computation of a best approximation is simpler than the

computation of the strict approximation. Thus the computation of the strict

approximation will be described and then possible simplifications will be indicated

for the computation of a best approximation.

It should be noted that a difference in the methods will occur only when there

is not a unique best approximation. This is not as rare in practice as one might

assume from the comment at the end of §4. This is due to the fact that one most

commonly approximates functions on rectangular or regularly shaped regions.

This means that the boundaries are formed from isolating curves which leads

to a rather frequent lack of uniqueness in practice.

The formal statement of this algorithm is the same for functions defined on a

Banach space as for functions of one variable. Assume that, at the kth step, one

has found a strict approximation L(Ak, x) to/(x) on a nondegenerate strict critical

subset 0tk of 33 with deviation vector dk.

Assume that 0lk is composed of independent critical point sets Sfik as determined

in the definition of the strict approximation. Let dlk be the deviation of L(Ak, x)

on £r°ik. The sets SPik are ordered according to the size of dik. The next step of

the algorithm is then

1. Find xH1eJ such that g(xt+1) is dependent on [G(\J¡SPJk)~\ for some set

of j and such that

\L(Ak,xk+1) -f(xk+1)\ = d0 > min dJk.
j

If no such xk+1 can be found then L(Ak, x) is the strict approximation to/(x) on 01.

2. Determine the strict approximation L(Ak+1,x) on 3lk\j{xk+1} and choose

0lk+y as a strict critical point set of L(Ak+1,x).
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If 38 is a finite point set then the following lemma establishes the convergence

of this algorithm.

Lemma 3. The deviation vector ák+x determined by Steps 1 and 2 above is

larger than dk.

Proof. Let SPj, j = 1,2, •••,p be the smallest collection of £r°ik upon which

g(x* + i) is dependent. If this collection contains only one set £fx = ¿f ik then

the strict approximation on Stk\j\xkJrX} will have the same deviations on Stt,

i < j and clearly the deviation is increased on SikU {xk + x}.

If this collection contains several sets then g(xk+l) is independent of each

subspace [_G(3^J)']. Let £fp be the member of this collection with the smallest

deviation. Consider the systems of equations (1). From these equations it follows

that there are approximations L(A, x) such that

p-i
L(A,x) = 0       xe \JS>j.

7 = 1

Hence, from this set of approximations one cannot determine an approximation

such that

L(A,x)    = 0       xe^p,

L(A,xk+x) # 0,

for this contradicts the definition of the collection {¿ff). L(Ak,x) is the unique

approximating function which minimizes the deviations dJk and thus L(^44+1,x),

being different from L(Ak,x), has a larger deviation vector. This concludes the

proof.

Corollary. // SI is a finite point set then the 1 for 1 exchange algorithm

converges to the strict approximation in a finite number of steps.

Proof. Since Si is finite there are a finite number of nondegenerate subsets.

The algorithm strictly increases the deviation vector at each step and by Theorem

10 the strict approximation is reached in a finite number of steps.

If one is only interested in best approximation rather than strict approximations,

there is one obvious simplification that can be made in the algorithm. That is in

Step 1 choose only those xk+1 such that

\lÁAk,xk+x)-f(xk+x)\ = d0>dx.

One would actually choose xk+x so that

(3) \L(Ak,xk+x)-f(xk + x)\ = \L(Ak,x)-f(x)\m.

Thus one may or may not arrive at the strict approximation to f(x) on 38.

It is somewhat difficult to avoid computing strict approximations on the sets
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0tk. For if one does not have a strict approximation on 0ik and if g(x*+i) is in-

dependent of \_G(0lk)~], then one cannot discard xk+l, but on the other hand

one does not know where to place it.One can allow 0ik to be degenerate and when

such an xk+1 is obtained, put it in a set Sr°]k+1 by itself. In this way one would

either build up to a nondegenerate set 0tk+j or find a point xk+j such that g(xk+j)

is dependent upon \G(0lk+j-y)]. In any case if xk+1 is chosen according to (3)

then the algorithm may be shown to converge to a best approximation to

f(x) on 33.

Since the 1 for 1 exchange algorithm operates only on finite subsets of 0Í, one

may also apply it to a general set J". One can then consider the convergence of

the algorithm in such a case. Apparently, no one has published a proof of con-

vergence of this algorithm even for functions of one variable, though there is no

doubt that such a proof can be given.

11. Approximation on critical point sets. The algorithm described in the

preceding section requires one to compute the strict approximation on the union

of a strict critical subset 0ik and one additional point of 01. This computation is

nontrivial and some indications of a method of performing this computation are

given in this section.

The computational procedures can be described with concepts already found

in the theory of systems of linear inequalities. A resume of the pertinent results

which may not be generally familiar is given. See, for example, [5].

Let/ be given linear functionals on 01 and let the <x¡ be given real numbers.

Consider the system of linear inequalities

(4) fi(x)^ai       i =1,2,-, p.

Theorem (Principle of bounding solutions). Let (4) be consistent and

let r _ 1 be the maximum number of linearly independent/. Then there exists

r linearly independent functionals fVj, j = 1,2, •••,r such that every solution

of the system

/»/*)-«,,       j=l,2,—,r

is a solution of (A).

The concept of an irreducibly inconsistent system [2 ; 5] is intimately related

to that of a critical point set.

(5) /(x)>a¡       ¿ = l,2,-.-,p.

Definition.   The system (5) is irreducibly inconsistent if it is inconsistent, but

every proper subsystem is consistent.

Carver [2] has established the following theorem for a system of strict inequalities.

Theorem. The system (5) is irreducibly inconsistent if and only if:
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(i)  every p — 1 ofthef¡ are linearly independent,

(ii) there exist X¡ > 0 such that

txj^o,
i = i
p

I
i = l

t X¡a¡ = 0.

If M is a critical point set with positive and negative parts, S and ^respectively,

then the system

L(A, x) > 0       x e S>,

- L(A, x) > 0       xeJf,

is irreducibly inconsistent. Conversely, if the above system is irreducibly incon-

sistent then Si, with this particular division into positive and negative parts, is a

critical point set.

At Step 2 of the algorithm one has a point xA+1 which is dependent on a col-

lection {S~j\j = l,2,---,p} of critical point sets £f¡k. In this section various

subcollections of {S~f\ are discussed, but they are also denoted by S~¡ and p is a

generic number representing the number of sets in {S~¡}. The positive and negative

parts of S~j and the deviation on &~¡ are denoted by ^¡^¡ and e¡, respectively.

The sets {S~j} are always assumed to be ordered according to the magnitude of

of the corresponding component of the deviation vector. Let {S~f\ be the smallest

collection from {¡P¡k} upon which xk+i depends.

The actual computation is made with the systems of equations and inequalities

which define a strict critical point set. The points of the sets S~j for which d¡ _ d0

may be eliminated from consideration for exchange with xk+x. The collection

{■Tj} is redefined to exclude these sets. The first step in the computation of

L(Ak+ j,x) is to impose the condition that

L(Ak+1,x)-f(x) = dj xeS>jk „

L(Ak+ „ x) -f(x) =  -dj       xi JTj,     X * y r* ■

If p = 1 then the determination of L(Ak + x,x) is relatively simple. &~x = £f¡k

contains mj+ 1 points. In order to determine L(Ak+x,x) one solves the system

(6) along with

L(Ak + x,x)-f(x) = d xe<%x,

L(Ak + x,x)-f(x) =   -d        xe-Tx

for all subsets of 3~x U {xk+1} containing m¡ + 1 points. This gives a system of

« + 1 equations in n + 1 unknowns, namely, the parameters Ak+X and the de-
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viation component d. The subset of ^u {xk+l} which maximizes d is the new

critical subset of the strict approximation L(Ak+1,x). A reordering of the set

{¿fjk+i} may be necessary.

If p> 1 then one approach is the following. Consider 0~pv{xk+1} and the

system of inequalities (coupled with (6)).

L(A,x)-f(x) < c    y xe<%y,

(7)
L(A,x)-f(x) >   -cp_i     xe-Ty,

where xk+1 has been added to both <?/p and T^p. If this system is consistent then

one need only consider exchanging xt+1 with a point of 0~p. This may be done

using the procedure of the previous paragraph.

If (7) is inconsistent then one considers the system

L(A,x)-f(x) < cp_2 xe«f,frl,

(8)
L(A,x)-f(x) >   -cp_2     xerv,Vp_y.

If (8) coupled with (6) is consistent then one need only consider exchanging

xk+ y with points of 0~p- y and 0~p. If (8) and (6) are inconsistent then one proceeds

with enlarging the system of inequalities.

This process leads to a situation where one has a certain collection of critical

point sets {0~j} and it is known that the deviation of the strict approximation on

{xk + y}{Jj = i&~j is larger than the deviation on {0~¡\, but smaller than the de-

viation on the remaining subsets from the original collection of {0~j}. Thus the

following system is inconsistent :

L(A,x)  = 0 xe0~j,    j=l,2,---,p,

(9) L(A,x)-f(x) < cy xe(jWj,
j = t

L(A,x)-f(x) >   -cy xe\Jr}.
J-i

To determine L(AkJrl,x) one has to find an irreducibly inconsistent subsystem

of (9) which yields the largest deviation.

Note that at this point one could modify the algorithm and take any irreducibly

inconsistent subsystem of (9). This would not yield the strict approximation

L(Ak+i,x), but it would yield a set 3l'k+1 and a corresponding L(A'k+1,x) with

a deviation vector d'k+l larger than dk. This is sufficient for the convergence of the

algorithm to the strict approximation on 01.

The problem of computing the strict approximation on 0¿k\j{xkJrí} has been

reduced to that of determining the irreducibly inconsistent subsystems of (9).

The details of this problem are not discussed here.
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